
MD SOHRAB 
SOFTWARE  ENGINEER 
As a recent graduate, I possess comprehensive knowledge spanning multiple domains, notably excelling in Web
Development. Proficient in Python, Machine Learning, as well as CSS and HTML. A reliable team player, I am equally
skilled at independent tasks. My rapid learning curve and innate adaptability enable seamless role transitions.
Evidencing competency, diligence, and collaborative prowess, I consistently contribute within team environments 

mdsohrab5795@gmail.com +91 9060251400 Delhi NCR, India linkedin.com/in/md-sohrab-76331b1bb 

EDUCATION 
B.E. In CSE with Web Development Specialisation
Vedica Institute of Technology (RKDF University) 
08/2019 - 06/2023,  Bhopal, India [77.8] 

INTERMEDIATE 
J.K College Darbhanga 
05/2018,  Darbhanga Bihar [51.6] 

MATRIC 
R.K.K High School 
05/2015,  Darbhanga Bihar [47] 

INTERNSHIP 
Machine Learning 
RKDF University(Bhopal) 
01/2022 - 06/2022,  Bhopal, India 
Enhanced Version: "Embarking on a 6-month journey into the realm of machine
learning with Python, the college course delved extensively into the realms of
data science and deep learning, equipping students with invaluable skills to
enhance their Python prowess. The curriculum also introduced unique strategies
to optimize code and foster creative problem-solving." 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 
PYTHON 
I have completed two to three projects using Python. Additionally, I gained
proficiency in machine learning through a college course, where I developed a
digital calculator. Furthermore, I collaborated with a group to create a chatbot
project. 

CRYPTOGRAPHY 
Participated in a comprehensive college cryptography course, enriched by
collaborative bootcamps. Strengthened my skills while exploring advanced
encryption techniques and their real-world applications 

HTML&CSS 
I possess advanced knowledge of HTML and CSS, demonstrated through the
creation of two to three projects, including an online payment system and an
online showroom. I acquired these skills through online platforms. 

MACHINE LEARNING 
Completed a rigorous 6-month college course focused on Machine Learning with a
specialization in Python. Passionately engaged with the curriculum and gained
hands-on experience in diverse ML techniques, enhancing proficiency in data
preprocessing, model building, and evaluation. Eager to leverage this foundation
in future data-driven projects. 

DATA STRUCTURES 
Possess foundational understanding of Data Structures through college
coursework and GATE preparation. Proficient in fundamental concepts, including
arrays, linked lists, stacks, and queues. Eager to apply knowledge in practical
programming and problem-solving contexts. 

SKILLS 

Python Html Css Communication 

Problem Solving Time Management Teamwork 

Office 365 Creativity Leadership 

PROJECTS 
Chatbot 

Base on college manor project 

Social Media Marketing 
It took a lot of hard work to make this project and taught time management
and communication it became a final year project. 

Digital Calculator 
I made this digital calculator in 2 hours and had a lot of fun using it 

Vartual Assistant 
My personal Assiatant made me with using Python 

CERTIFICATES 
Cryptography 
RKDF UNIVERSITY 

Python Languages 
RKDF UNIVERSITY 

Machine Learning 
RKDF UNIVERSITY 

LANGUAGES 
English 
Professional Working Proficiency 

Hindi 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Urdu 
Limited Working Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Photography Learning New Skills on Online Platform 

Sports Video Games Music Travel 
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